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The Q2 dependence of o ("/vP ~ lr-A ~') was measured. Close to threshold o ('rvP ~ n -A++) is roughly proportional 
to 1/(m~ + Q2)2. The data are consistent with dominance of the contact term and imply that the contact term has 
the Q2 dependence of the p propagator. 

Photo- and electroproduction near threshold of the 
A(1236) via 

~/vP ~ 7r-/X++ , (1) 

provides a unique opportunity of studying experimen- 
tally the properties of  the "yNTrA contact term. The 
existence of a large contact interaction in reaction (1) 
was first proposed by Cutcosky and Zachariasen [1] in 
a static model. In the model of Stichel and Scholz [2] 
for reaction (1)the contact term is a gauge correction 
for the one-pion exchange and dominates in the thresh- 
old region. Lfike and S6ding [3], in a detailed analysis 
of the photoproduction data of the ABBHHM collabo- 
ration [4] have demonstrated that within the existing 
models the qualitative features of  reaction (1)near 
threshold, namely the isotropic production, the rapid 
rise of the cross section and its magnitude near thresh- 
old could only be understood as a consequence of the 
contact term. An important question is the Q2 beha- 
viour of the contact term. For instance in the case of 

,1 Now at CERN, Geneva. 
,2 On leave of absence from Cornell University, Ithaca, Ny, 

USA. 
,3 Now at University of California, Santa Barbara, California, 

USA. 

e+e - annihilation into hadrons it is speculated that 
the major part of  the cross section comes from point- 
like 7-three hadron contact terms [5]. The assumption 
of pointlike behaviour is here the necessary ingredient 
to get a large cross section. 

The Q2 dependence of reaction (1)in the space-like 
region can be studied in an electroproduction experi- 
ment. The linear polarization of the transverse photons 
permits an even better test of the contact term than is 
possible with photoproduction by unpolarized pho- 
tons. For instance, the contact interaction is indepen- 
dent of the transverse photon polarization while one- 
pion exchange is not. 

We have, for the first time, measured reaction (1) 
in the threshold region for Q2 values between 0.3 and 
1.5 GeV 2 in an attempt to extract the properties of the 
contact term. 

Experimental setup and analysis procedure: The ex- 
periment uses a 7.2 GeV electron beam from the DESY 
synchrotron and a lm streamer chamber. The chamber 
is inside a 18 kG magnet. The electron beam strikes a 
liquid hydrogen target inside the chamber. A counter 
hodoscope consisting of scintillation and shower coun- 
ters, and proportional chambers detects the scattered 
electron and triggers the chamber. The produced ha, 
drons are detected in the full solid angle. The analysis 
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Fig. 1. Mpn+, M p ~ -  and Mlr+lr - distributions for 1.3 < W < 
1.5 GeV and three Q2 intervals. The curves are from the Dalitz 
plot fit. 

of  the photographs is similar to that of  bubble chamber 
film. Details of  the setup, the analysis procedures and 
first results from smaller samples o f  data can be found 

elsewhere [6, 7]. 
The present analysis is based on approximately one 

third of  the total  exposure. In total  4029 events of  
the type 

ep -+ epTr+rr - , (2) 

were found with Q2 between 0.3 and 1.5 GeV 2 and 
the total  hadron energy, W, in the region 1.3 < W < 
2.8 GeV. The data presented below is mainly from the 
threshold region (1.3 < W <  1.5 GeV) where the contact  
term is strongest. 

A ++ production: The pn +, p n -  and 7r+n - mass dis- 
tr ibutions are shown in fig. 1. The cross sections for 
A ++, and AO product ion were determined by a maxi- 
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Fig. 2. o(3'vp "+ n-&++) as a function of W for 3.0 < Q2 < 
1.5 GeV 2 and Itl < 0.7 GeV 2. The curves are predictions of 
the Born term model modified by vector dominance. The 
dashed curve includes absorption corrections. 

mum likelihood fit to the Dalitz plot density 
dN(M2~r+,M2%-): 

dN(M .+,M2÷ _) = 

+a/,ofao (Mprr_) +a A.]dM 2 +dM2+ ps va p~r n * r -  " 

The a's are fit parameters and measure the size o f  the 
individual con t r ibu t ions ; f  a÷÷ and fao  represent the 
corresponding Brei t -Wigner  terms. For W > 1.7 GeV 
an appropriate term,was added describing p produc- 
tion [6]. The lines in fig. 1 give the results o f  the fit. 
The fit shows that A ++ production dominates. 

Figs. 2 and 3 show the W and Q2 dependence of  the 
A ++ cross section. When averaged over Q2 the A ++ 
cross section shows an energy dependence similar to 
that found in photoproduct ion [3 ,4] ,  namely a sharp 

rise above threshold to a peak at ~ 1.6 GeV followed 
by a steady fall with energy. Fig. 4 shows the charac- 
teristics of  the angular distributions in the threshold 
region. The production angular distribution da/d cos0 *, 
determined from a maximum likelihood fit in various 
cos 0 * intervals, is shown in fig. 4e. It is approximately 
constant which is consistent with dominant  s-wave pro- 
duction. The A ++ density matrix elements [6, 8] were 
determined by the method of  moments  as a function 
of  cos 0".  Fig. 4 ( a ) - ( d )  shows four of  the 16 matrix 
elements measured in this experiment.  The rTt matr ix 
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Fig. 3. o(3'vP ~ ~r -A++) for 1.3 < W < 1.5 GeV as a function 
of Q2. (a) no t cut, Co) for Itl < 0.7 GeV 2. The curves are 
predictions of the Born term model with ( ) and without 
(-  - - )  the p propagator factor, q~ is the photoproduction 
value from ref. [4]. 

elements were determined in the Gottf ied-Jackson 
04 and r ~  frame for 1.3 < I4/< 1.5 GeV; only the r l l  

matrix elements are different from zero. The r 1, r 2, r 5 
and r 6 matrix elements (not shown) are all consistent 
with zero [9]. The relative amounts of  natural to unna- 
tural parity exchange is measured by the trace o f r l  
(see refs. [6, 8] ); within errors the trace is zero at all 
W's; hence approximately equal contributions of  na- 
tural and unnatural parity exchanges are present. The 
fact that the matrices r 5 and r 6 are zero implies that 
the longitudinal-transverse interferences are small. 

In photoproduction the sharp rise o f  the n - A  ++ 
cross section above threshold can be explained quanti- 
tatively by the onset of  the contact interaction [2] 
(diagram (a) o f  fig. 5). The contact term is one of  four 
electric Born diagrams which constitute the gauge inva- 
riant one pion exchange model of  Stichel and Scholz 
[2]. At low W the contact term dominates, while at 
high energies the other terms become important. When 
absorption corrections are applied fair agreement is 
found even at high energies [4, 10]. 

The model was extended to electroproduction by 
Bartl et al., [11]. The differential cross section for 
n - A  ++ production by virtual transverse (T) and longi- 
tudinal (L) photons, respectively, in the notation o f  

¥vP--'- ~A+" 

1.3 <W< 1.5 GeV 

0.~ ~ F33 

_iio? ?-I 
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FiB. 4(a)-(d) Density matdx elements r~ in the A++~gion 
(I. 12 < Mp~+ < 1.32 ~V) m the Gottfied-Jackson-system 
as a function of cos 0 * (0" is the cms production angle of 
the A ++) for 0.3 < Q2 < 1.5 GeV 2 . The curves are predictions 
of the Born term model modified by vector dominance. 
(e) do/d cos0* for the reaction "YvP "* n-A++. The cross sec- 
tions were obtained by maximum likelihood fits to the Dalitz 
plot in cos 0*intervals. The curve is from the Born term mo- 
del modified by vector dominance. 

Hand is given in the Born approximation by ,4 

do ff'L) _ [____~q~ ~ I Or/4 

d t  \q~eal]1287rq~¢2' 2 72/47r 

f ~ If~a,x_x 12 (3) 
/ hA'hP'h~=-+l ~" ~ 

X 1 
L 2 x ~ , 0  If~a'hP'° 1 2 '  

r 2 whe e t = (p - A) , q~ = photon momentum in the 
hadron cms q~eal = (i4/2 _ m2)/2mp, a = 1/137, 72/4¢r 
= 0.6; the helicity amplitudesf~Va,xp,X can be found 
in ref. [11 ]. The Q2 dependence of  doTr/dt is essentially 

2 2 1 2 determined by the flux factor ( q . r l ¢ ) -  = (I4/ - Q2 
- m2)2/4 + I¢2Q 2. For Q2 < 1 GeV 2 oL ,¢o  T. 

According to the model, the dominant mechanism 

,4 The factor (q~//q~/eal) was neglected in ref. [ 11 ] ; this was 
pointed out to us by Dr. Schildknecht. 
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Fig. 5 (a)-(d) Born terms used to describe q~vP '* 7r-A++ in 
the model of Stichel and Scholz. 

for A ++ production by transverse photons near thresh- 
old is the contact  term as in photoproduct ion.  Quali- 
tatively the contact  term leads to: a rapid rise of  
o(n-A ++) above threshold, an isotropic production 
angular distribution, and equal amounts o f  natural and 
unnatural pari ty exchange in the t channel, i.e. r~l + 
r l  = 0. These features are consistent with the data. 
Additionally,  the density matrix elements predicted 
by the model  agree with the data (see fig. 4). Thus we 
conclude that all aspects of  the data are consistent 
with the dominance of  the contact  term at threshold. 

We now determine the Q2 dependence of  the con- 
tact term for all momentum transfers and for small 
t-values ( I t l <  0.7 GeV2) *s . The latter restriction is 
suggested by the model which predicts that at large 
momentum transfers there is some contr ibut ion from 
u-channel A exchange to the longitudinal cross section. 
In fig. 3 the measured values of  o Q r - A  ++) are com- 
pared with the Born cross section calculated f rom eq. 
(3) (dashed curve) as a function of  Q2. The data clearly 
fall off  more rapidly than the theoretical curves being 
low by a factor o f  4 at Q2 = 0.6 GeV 2. We therefore 
multiplied the Born amplitudes by a common factor 
(1 +Q2/m2)-1 and fi t ted the data for m allowing for 
an arbitrary normalisation constant.  The fit gives m = 
0.66 -+ 0.1 GeV, which is consistent with the rho mass. 
From this we conclude that the contact  term falls with 
Q2 like the rho propagator as would be suggested by 
VDM. The solid curves in figs. 2 - 4  give the prediction 
of  the model  including the rho propagator;  all predic- 
tions are in reasonable agreement with the data. 

,5 The theoretical cross sections were calculated as an average 
over the same Q2, W reghan as that used for the data points. 
The averaging procedure included weighting by the virtual 
photon flux in order to represent the procedure applied to 
the data. 

In summary,  we find, that after dividing out the 
photon flux factor (q~ in eq. (3)), a(Tr-A++) near 
threshold is proport ional  to (m 2 + Q2) -2 .  Further,  

the qualitative features as well as the size o f  the cross 
section observed in this experiment agree with the as- 
sumption that the threshold region is dominated by 
the contact  term, in accord with the St ichel -Scholz  
model. Under this assumption, then, we conclude 
that the contact  term has the Q2 dependence o f  the 
p propagator.  

Our data seem to be consistent with a VDM picture: 
the 7NAn  contact  term being in fact a pNAn contact  
interaction where the photon  has tumed into a rho. 
In this case the connection between the spacelike and 
timelike behaviour o f  the contact  term is obvious. A 
different point  of  view on contact  terms can be found 
in ref. [13]. 

One of  us (G.W.) wants to thank Prof. A. Bartl for 
a clarifying correspondence. The work at Hamburg 
has been supported by the Bundesministerium fiir 
Forschung and Technologie. 
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